Editorial
On May 14 Dick Francis of MMAV and Martin Green of the National Trust hosted the third annual meeting for those with
an interest in the maritime history of Melbourne. It is an important meeting as each of the various groups and interested
individuals can catch up on what has happened over the last year. So amongst other things we heard about the
developments at Hastings for the Oberon submarine Otama and the former Port Phillip pilot ship Wyuna, progress on
restoring the Alma Doepell and the sailing program for the Enterprize. Of particular interest to me was Warwick Turner’s
presentation on the proposal to establish a Melbourne Heritage Fleet base at Victoria Harbour. There are two goals behind
this proposal. One is to provide a common passenger pick up and drop off point (and possibly a berthing place) for the
array of “historic” ships that will be operating out of the Port of Melbourne. The other goal is to provide a visitor drawcard
and focal point to the Victoria Harbour area of Docklands based on the presence of these ships and events that might be
associated with them. Warwick’s concept would allow each ship to pursue its own goals and activities and at the same
time share selected facilities, take advantage of a broader marketing base and develop shore based maritime cultural events
and facilities. The proposal does not solve all the problems of independently operating historic vessels but does provide an
entity to approach and negotiate with the various government and maritime authorities with interests in Docklands and the
Port of Melbourne. Martin Green’s address based on National Trust experiences reminded us that a reliance on “objects”
alone (ie the ships) may be insufficient to sustain an ongoing passenger and income flow and that collective and planned
events that include these objects might be required.
From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board
To a very large extent, the recent history of S.T. Wattle and Bay Steamers Maritime
Museum Ltd. has been a story of receiving and overcoming challenges – to avoid scrapping
Wattle and dissolving the Museum, to seek funding, to find backers, to find a site for our
restoration, to find the necessary skills and expertise to undertake restoration, to find and
energise a volunteer workforce, put simply - to continue.
The facts that we still exist, that we are funded by Sorrento Steam, that we have more active
volunteers than before and that we are nearing completion of re-furbishing the Wattle
illustrate our ability to survive challenges.
We currently face a new challenge – our landlords, Places Victoria, have advised us that we must vacate our site by 30
June. We are challenged to make our ship watertight by that date so that we can be re-launched. With some indulgence
from Places Victoria, we look as though once again we will surmount a challenge: we have responded by having a ship,
which at time of writing, is very close to watertightness and ready for re-launching.
Our congratulations and thanks are due to all who have responded with increased activity and support - to Sorrento Steam
for standing by us unflinchingly, to our active volunteers led by our Project Manager Peter Batey and to Places Victoria
for their patience and understanding.
Faced with the prospect of a ship in the water and nowhere to take her, the Board commenced enquiries as to a future
home. We appear to have been successful but it is a little too early for public announcements as negotiations continue.
Nevertheless, I am confident that by the next Steamlines we will be able to describe our new berth and shore-based
facilities and issue to all an invitation to visit us there.
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Early this year we welcomed onto the Board of BSMM Jeff Malley and Walter Kosiak who replaced Steven Gibson and
Howard Mumford. Jeff has also become BSMM representative with the Maritime Museums of Victoria, replacing John
Rogers who served many years in that role.
We received in January a Specification and a draft Trim & Stability Booklet for S.T. Wattle, prepared for us by naval
architects Seward Maritime. These were submitted to Transport Safety Victoria Maritime (TSV) as a first step towards
obtaining survey. We are pleased to report that TSV has indicated that, subject to some further information, we are likely
to receive survey so that we can operate in Port Phillip with a passenger complement of 49, the same waters as before and
not many short of our previous limit of 55 passengers. Our thanks to all involved.
Our prospects are good and the outlook is encouraging. We are ready for the next challenges.
PS: In the last Steamlines, I thanked our active volunteers but by oversight, failed to mention Paul Brush. How could I
have missed Stig? Apologies, Paul.

Restoration Report
Peter Batey, Project Manager
Ok, just a few thoughts, next month is the dreaded JUNE, let’s get our heads down and
bums up, and see if we can do it or as a bloke in a very cold spot said, 'I wonder if we can?
It is now May and we are still not watertight, however, the progress on the starboard
bulwark and shear strake has gone ahead at full steam, so we are now beginning to put
things back together. Reviewing our situation we have achieved much in the last four to
five months. Moving aft to forward most of the propeller work has been fitted. The stern
tube has been lined, the propeller shaft fitted and the propeller with cod pieces also fitted.
The intermediate shaft is in place and we are waiting the thrust shaft to be fitted to the thrust
box with a new seal which will by then be available (I hope) courtesy of Chestertons
Packing. The rudder has been restored and fitted and we are in the process of sorting out the
attachment of the rudder quadrant (look at the photos and drawings in this issue). Wally and
Josh designed a rudder cradle to hold it upright and with some fancy forklift work fitted it in
an afternoon. Tony S and Ron have done a brilliant job in shining the prop in situ. It hurts
the eyes to look at it.
The boiler is now in place and has been lagged. Most valves and pipes have now been re-installed. Some pipes were a
tight fit but relented under the weight of Kurt and Tony Adams. Port side water and fuel tanks are now sealed and we are
now working on the starboard side in conjunction with Waterside Engineering working on the starboard bulwarks. Most
recently we are now in the process of connecting the thrust and intermediate propeller shafts to the engine. Push on lads
we are nearly there.

Someone from the Wattle?
Over the last two years Victor had a range of medical plans put to him. In reviewing these plans Vic noted the reactions of
the various components of the medical fraternity to them. His notes were:
- that the Dermatologists advised not to make any rash moves.
The Gastroenterologists had a sort of a gut feeling about it, and the neurologists thought the Administration had a lot of
nerve.
By mistake The Obstetricians were called in and they felt the treatment plans were labouring under a misconception.
Ophthalmologists considered the plans short-sighted.
The Pathologists yelled "Over my dead body!" while the Paediatricians said, "Oh, Grow up!"
The Psychiatrists thought the whole set of plans were madness, while the Radiologists could see right through them.
The Surgeons were fed up with the cuts and decided to wash their hands of the whole thing.
The Ear Nose and Throat specialists didn't swallow it, and just wouldn't hear of it.
The Pharmacologists thought the plan was a bitter pill to swallow, and the Plastic Surgeons said, "This puts a whole new
face on the matter."
The Podiatrists thought it was a step forward, but the Urologists were pissed off at the whole idea.
The Anaesthetists thought the set of treatment plans were a gas, but the Cardiologists didn't have the heart to say no.
In the end, the Proctologists won, thus leaving the entire decision up to the fundamental orifices in administration.
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Restoration photo record
The Hull

24 Jan Hull starboard

18 April Hull Starboard, water tank exposed

18 April – scaffold removed, new port bulwark, propeller and rudder installed

10 Jan - port side old bulwarks removed and prop shaft installed

24 Jan – fitting the propeller. The two Tonys and Wally

21 March - fitting the rudder with Josh driving the forklift
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Boiler and Engine Room

17 Jan – Raised boiler on jacks, painted but no insulation

7 Feb – lowering the boiler with Anders from Rex Engineering

4April – port side fuel oil line, open water tank & insulated boiler
exterior

24 Jan – insulation fitted to boiler with galvanised sheet

14 March Tony Adams fitting safety valve mounting to boiler

11 April – Exhaust atmosphere line for the safety valve fitted and installed
to outside of the funnel(right)
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17 Jan – forward end of the prop shaft at gland

17 Jan – restored circulating water pump installed
14 March –
intermediate shaft yet to
be attached (left)

14 March – engine room looking forward to clad &
lowered boiler

14 March – engine room looking aft
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Topsides

14 March Starboard aft old bulwark

18 April – looking aft, old bulwark cut away

18 April – looking forward, old bulwark cut away

9 May – looking aft, starboard, new bulwark in place

18 April – looking forward from afterdeck, bulwark removed

9 May - new starboard bulwark in place
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Topsides 2 Bridge decking and rudder post

11 April – Initial squaring off of new celery top pine deck

9 May – Celery top pine deck prior to caulking and bolting

The Rudder Post and Quadrant
First attempt at reassembling quadrant fittings to the rudder
post. (right). We needed to go back to the original drawings
(below) to identify the order of the component parts and to
make up a new wooden base plate. The old one had gradually
disintegrated and gone soft. Blythe was able to source some
merbau and shape it according to plan. The benefit of having
the original drawings available (thanks to National Archives
Australia) has been inestimable.
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Members at Work

Tony and his shiny propeller – so good you could use it to shave with.

John and Ron preparing valves for fitting to the boiler

Alan gathering his thoughts before
going back to painting and
scraping.

Howard and Peter splitting the side bands off the old
rubbing strakes (sponson) for re use (above).

Tony exercising on a chain block apparently in an attempt to get the propeller into place
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Our working crew for 11 April at lunch

John Kovac pays
a visit (Left)

Wally welding and grinding to restore the rudder

Tony &Paul making & fitting gaskets

Jeff & Blythe routing the celery top pine for fitting to bridge deck
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Proposed Colour Scheme

After much deliberation the BSMM Board of Directors is proposing to paint the restored Wattle in the above colours. As
much of this paint work will be occurring over the next six months then any members interested in discussing colour
schemes for the ship should nobble one of the Directors fairly soon.

The Passing Parade
Victor Langlands, our dear mate and long time member of BSMM signed off on the
24th of February. We will miss his stories and banter about past and current events.
Yet he has left us a wonderful legacy of restored wood objects from the Wattle The
restored forward hatch cover is but one example of his work.
What cannot be doubted was Vic’s commitment to restoring and maintaining the
Steam Tug Wattle. Vic was the longest serving volunteer joining the volunteer crew
in early 1980 just after the ship arrived in Melbourne from Sydney. The volunteer
group was then known as the Victorian Steamship Association, and today the
volunteer group is known as
the Bay Steamers Maritime
Museum. Since the ship left the water late in 2009 for
restoration Vic has been one of our most regular volunteers,
taking charge of the woodwork and finishing areas.
In September of last year (2014) Vic presented Bay
Steamers with a restored replica builders plaque of the ship,
beautifully mounted on a timber board with brass lettering (refer
to Nov 2014 Steamlines). This plaque had been missing for over
twenty years and was mysteriously delivered to Vic early in that
year by a young man who would not identify himself. By this
time Vic knew the terminal nature of his illness but nevertheless
devoted his time to secretly restoring the plaque and then
presenting it to us. Well done Vic and thank you.
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Wattle from the original plan of ship No 111

+
As we are now in the downhill phase of restoring the Wattle we thought it might be useful for members to have a copy of
the original General Arrangement drawing of the ship (circa 1932). When we finally get afloat (this year) members will be
able to cast a critical eye over the restored ship and compare it with the original design.
General Arrangement drawing acquired from the National Australian Archives. Reproduced with permission.

Donors and supporters
New sponsors since last Steamlines who in various ways are supporting BSMM and the restoration of the Wattle include
George White & Co.Pty. Ltd. (Phillip White & Lachlan White) for brass hexagon rod, B R & S M Webber (Bernie
Webber) for help restoring the mast and Rob Horner from Yarra Timber for the sponson & wheelhouse deck timbers. It is
encouraging that we have such people who are interested in contributing to the preservation of maritime history.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the Chairman Tony
Lewis on 03 9846 1819 (email ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 (email .
wendick@hotmail.com)
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